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Abstract. This paper presents a view of nature as a network of
infocomputational agents organized in a dynamical hierarchy of lev-
els. It provides a framework for uniﬁcation of currently disparate
understandings of natural, formal, technical, behavioral and social phe-
nomena based on information as a structure, diﬀerences in one system
that cause the diﬀerences in another system, and computation as its
dynamics, i.e. physical process of morphological change in the informa-
tional structure. We address some of the frequent misunderstandings
regarding the natural/morphological computational models and their
relationships to physical systems, especially cognitive systems such as
living beings. Natural morphological infocomputation as a conceptual
framework necessitates generalization of models of computation beyond
the traditional Turing machine model presenting symbol manipulation,
and requires agent-based concurrent resource-sensitive models of com-
putation in order to be able to cover the whole range of phenomena
from physics to cognition. The central role of agency, particularly ma-
terial vs. cognitive agency is highlighted.
1 The necessity of an agent/observer/actor for
generation of knowledge
Information is a concept known for its multiplicity of use and ambiguity in both com-
mon, everyday application and in its speciﬁc formal deﬁnitions throughout diﬀerent
ﬁelds of research. However, most people are unaware that matter/energy today is
also a concept with uncertain content. Matter that for Democritus was substance of
the whole universe, appears today to constitute only 4% of its observed content [1].
The rest constituting 96% is labeled “dark matter” (conjectured to explain gravita-
tional eﬀects otherwise unaccounted for) and “dark energy” (introduced to account
for the expansion of the universe). We do not know what “dark matter” and “dark
energy” actually are. This indicates that our present understanding of the structure
of the physical world might need re-examination. By connecting two ambiguous and
currently much discussed ideas – information and matter/energy – can we hope to
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gain more clarity and some new insights about the structures and dynamics of the
universe? More and more researchers believe so. One of the approaches proposes for-
mulating physics in terms of information. The idea goes back to Wheeler’s “it from
bit” [2], the proposal that for us, as cognizing agents, information is the fabric of
reality. Our reality results from the processing of information of multimodal signals
coming through our senses in combination with information processes in our bodies
and brains that unfold on several levels of organisation (scale).
According to Bateson “In fact, what we mean by information – the elementary
unit of information – is a diﬀerence which makes a diﬀerence, and it is able to make
a diﬀerence because the neural pathways along which it travels and is continually
transformed are themselves provided with energy. The pathways are ready to be
triggered.” [3] p. 460 It is the diﬀerence in the world that makes the diﬀerence for an
agent.
“Information expresses the fact that a system is in a certain conﬁguration that is
correlated to the conﬁguration of another system. Any physical system may contain
information about another physical system.” argues Hewitt [4] p. 293. Combining the
two, we end up with the following: Information constitutes a structure consisting of
diﬀerences in one system that cause the diﬀerences in another system. In other words,
information is observer relative. In recent years informational reality is the subject
of a steady stream of books. Among prominent examples are [5–10]. We deﬁne com-
putation as information processing [11] (dynamics of information), using variation of
Hewitt’s Actor model of concurrent distributed computation [12] in which “compu-
tational devices” are conceived as computational agents – informational structures
capable of acting on their own behalf. Actors are the universal primitives of con-
current distributed digital computation. In response to a message that it receives,
an Actor can make local <decisions>, create more Actors, send more messages, and
designate how to respond to the next message received. Computation is “conceived
as distributed in space, where computational devices communicate asynchronously
and the entire computation is not in any well-deﬁned state.” (An Actor can have
information about other Actors that it has received in a message about what it was
like when the message was sent.) Turing model of computation is a special case of the
Actor model [13]. Unlike other models of computation that are based on mathemat-
ical logic, set theory, algebra, etc., the Actor model is based on physics, especially
quantum physics and relativistic physics.
It is physical process of intrinsic morphological change in the informational struc-
ture, physical implementation of information, as there is no information without
physical implementation [14]. Both information and computation appear on many
diﬀerent levels of organisation/abstraction/resolution/granularity of matter/energy
in space-time. In this article we present a framework constructed to provide a uni-
ﬁed infocomputational natural philosophy connecting domain-speciﬁc knowledge from
variety of sciences, from physics to cognitive science.
2 Relational infocomputation as reality for an agent
Matter and energy are higher order concepts derived from interactions of observers
with the universe, including mutual interactions among observers. This does not mean
that the reality is just an agreed upon imagination. A world exists on its own with
human observers/agents in. We discover its structures and processes, patterns and
laws through interactions via self-structuring of information as a result of morpho-
logical computation [15–17]. The most rigorous model of scientiﬁc knowledge pro-
duction models both the world and the agent researching the world. The reality for
a cognitive agent is built upon the external information available and agent’s own
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information processing architecture. The reality of an amoeba or a robot diﬀers from
the reality of a human [18,19]. We take our reality as default, but from robotics and
studies of other living beings we learn about the diversity of possible “realities” for
diﬀerent kinds of agents. The “reality” for other organisms might look like quite dif-
ferently, depending on sensors and actuators that an organism possesses [19]. Philoso-
phers, among others Kant [20] and Block [21] addressed the question of the diﬀerence
between the world in itself, with its full richness and that which cognizing agents can
observe. We as humans can observe with our senses, even when augmented by exper-
iments and reasoning, only a part of that which exists. The same insight comes from
roboticists who learn the role of the embodiment for the ability to adequately per-
ceive, act and persist in the world, through the interactions and the use of resources
from the environment [22]. Reality for an agent is essentially dependent on the type
of agency of the system that explores it. The agent could be bacteria, animal, plant
or human who sees “the reality”, “the world”. For more on bacterial cognition see
[23–25]. That which exists for an agent is a result of infocomputational interactions
with the environment and shared within societies of communicating agents. Min-
sky [26] describes how human mind builds on interactions of simple mindless agents
he terms the societies of mind. The process of “negotiating reality” in networks neu-
rons as information processing agents has commonalities with information processing
going on in bacterial swarms and colonies.
In this article we present the current state of the art of understanding of the
connection between diﬀerent layers of information processing in nature, that starts
with physics, and continues via chemistry, biology to cognitive science and distrib-
uted concurrent information processing in societies of cognitive agents. Informa-
tional approaches go one step deeper than our present day level of understanding of
nature, building a layer beneath the structures of the currently used matter/energy-
in-space/time paradigm connecting agents information processing with the world
as information on the interface [27]. This does not mean that current sciences
are thereby invalidated with their ideal of objectivity (that is inter-subjectivity).
Observer-dependent does not mean subjective. Taking into account a well-deﬁned
observer (agent) in the model of reality, makes explicit which in classical physics was
implicit. As Goyal [28] explains, an observer in classical physics was a highly ideal-
ized omnipotent agent looking at the world from nowhere. In the words of Fields [29],
a “Galilean observer” is a bare “point of view”, able to observe and conceptualize
the world without aﬀecting it or being aﬀected. What infocomputational framework
makes possible is the inclusion of a model of an observer into the model of the universe
(for that kind of observer).
3 Morphological infocomputation in cognitive systems
Through billions of years of evolution, nature has developed information processing
networks in living organisms capable of coping with complexity of their environ-
ments in an eﬀective way: acting, learning, anticipating. The step from inanimate
to animate matter is still largely unknown, but there are indications that natural
processes of self-assembly/self-organization of increasingly complex structures, from
elementary particles, to atoms, molecules and their aggregates have spontaneously
led to ﬁrst “molecular machines” and then to ﬁrst self-organized cells that in the
next step formed ﬁrst multicellular organisms. With each step in the evolution, new
and more complex communication forms have emerged. While atoms typically in-
teract/communicate by exchanging electrons, molecules exchange electrons, atoms
or other (smaller) molecules. Only recently we learned about the essential role of
viruses and bacteria for the development of the life on earth. Agents exchanged among
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organisms can be bacteria, viruses, or pieces of DNA that can actively alter the or-
ganism that receives them, as they continue to act within an organism. All those
processes of communication along with self-organization (autopoiesis) unfold in liv-
ing systems that are thermodynamically open, as they need energy in order to persist,
in the regime on the edge of chaos [30,31].
All living beings have an ability to adapt to the environment, and learn so to
increase their own chances of survival. Maturana and Varela were the ﬁrst to pro-
pose that the life itself can be understood as a process of cognition [32,33]. Building
on Maturana and Varela’s understanding of cognition the author proposed an info-
computational constructive framework [18,34–37] with the aim to explain how in-
creasingly complex structures develop as a result of information processing in nature.
These information processes can be modeled as natural morphological computation, in
the network of networks of physical processes where constant exchange (communica-
tion) of data (signals) among agents establishes new structures on physical, chemical
and biological levels. Instead of symbol-manipulation, morphological computation is a
result of physical objects interactions [38]. Natural computation [39] can be used
to explain the emergent phenomena by complexiﬁcation of information through
processes of signals exchange at diﬀerent levels of organization. The new framework
is used as a tool for studying cognitive systems such as living organisms or artifactual
cognitive agents on diﬀerent levels of complexity. Denning argues that computing
should be seen as a natural science [40].
In order to adequately model cognition, a model of computation is generalized
from the abstract symbol manipulation of the Turing machine type to the information
processing in physical systems. This solves the problem of early computationalist
approaches to cognition, based on the Turing machine model of computation, such
as symbol grounding problem, lack of embodiment and resource agnosticism. In the
new infocomputational approach, information is created and structured on diﬀerent
levels or scales in cognitive systems, and its dynamics corresponds to diﬀerent kinds
of morphological (physical, intrinsic) computation [38,41].
Complex systems in nature have already inspired a number of computational
models, including artiﬁcial neural networks, genetic algorithms and deep learning
algorithms, and development continues in the direction of cognitive computing that
can be found in living organisms. It is instructive to compare the new approach with
the existing models of computation – open versus closed systems, generative versus
predetermined sequences, parallel versus sequential processes, and so on. In [42], we
investigate the consequences of the generalization of the concept of computation with
application to morphological processes in which the morphology of a cognitive system
determines the dynamics of its informational structure.
An organism presents an information exchange network evolved and developed
according to a few basic principles, using sensors and actuators, with Hebbian and
Bayesian learning, that constantly builds and adapts its own structure in interaction
with the environment. Of special interest are processes of sensory-to-motor transfor-
mation of data through self-organization of information as morphological computa-
tion; memory and learning by changes of morphology, and decision-making by signal
vs. symbol processing, based on morphological computations. This applies to diﬀer-
ent classes of cognitive agents – from the simplest single-celled organisms and their
networks to the most complex agents such as humans.
Recasting physical, chemical, biological and cognitive processes into the common
framework of morphological computation provides a uniﬁed approach to the evolution
of matter and life in infocomputational networks of agents communicating with given
“languages” corresponding to their level of organisation – from elementary particles,
atoms, molecules, cells, organisms, societies and ecologies. According to computing
nature/natural computationalism [41] every physical system is computational, but
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there are many diﬀerent sorts of computations going on in nature seen as a net-
work of agents/actors exchanging “messages”. The simplest agents communicate with
simplest messages such as elementary particles (with 12 kinds of matter and 12 kinds
of anti-matter particles) exchanging 12 kinds of force-communicating particles. An
example from physics that we can recast into the actor model is Yukawa’s theory of
strong nuclear force modeled as exchange of mesons (as messages), which explained
the interaction between nucleons. Complex agents/actors like humans communicate
through languages that use very complex messages for communication. Also, exchange
of information causes change of actors. Those changes are simple in a simple actor
such as an elementary particle, which can change its state (quantum numbers), while
in complex agents with memory, communication often results in substantial changes
in the agents’ own architecture and thus in its way of response.
Natural computational systems as networks of agents exchanging messages are
in general asynchronous concurrent systems. Conceptually, agent-based models and
actor models are closely related, and as mentioned, understanding of interactions
between agents in interaction networks ﬁts well in those frameworks.
4 It from (Qu)bit through quantum computation
As fundamental science, physics describes the basic reality of the world for a human
agent, obtained by learning process of scientiﬁc research. It addresses the totality of
physical existence, the universe, as it is perceived, experienced, conceptualized, theo-
rized, shared and used by human agents. By physical we mean all inter-subjectively
established phenomena – objects and processes – that are possible to detect either
directly by our senses or via instruments and theoretical tools. Physics can be for-
mulated as science of information, as argued by Goyal [28], Vedral [43], Fields [29],
Zenil [44] and Wharton [45]. Goyal examines the idea of “it from bit” from the point
of view of quantum theory, in order to clarify why and how information acquires a
central role when moving from classical physics to quantum physics, and how the in-
formational point of view is allowing us to deeper understand the nature of quantum
reality, through the use of quantum theory to implement informational protocols, and
through formulation of information-inspired principles to derive predictions of quan-
tum theory. The question of what comes ﬁrst, physics or information, is addressed by
Vedral who argues that both physics and information science proﬁt from interaction
with each other. According to Zenil of central importance is research into informa-
tion and computation applied to biology, which until now was notoriously diﬃcult to
model, and successfully resisted the famous “unreasonable eﬀectiveness of mathemat-
ics in the natural sciences” proclaimed by Wigner [46]. Biology as a basis of cognition
is important in closing the loop between an observer and the world observed.
When studying the physical character of information, it is good to remember
that the physical has a variety of meanings in the sense of Wittgenstein’s family
resemblance. According to Collier as quoted in [47] “Quine takes the physical to be
anything accessible to the senses or inferences thereof. Ladyman, Ross, Collier and
Spurrett [48] take the physical to be the most fundamental laws of our (part of) the
universe. Information is physical in both of these senses. It can be related to the
causal, which always has physical parameters.”
On the quantum mechanical level of physical reality there are qubits, “So, what
does that leave us with? – asks Deutsch and oﬀers an answer [49].” Not “something
for nothing”: Information does not create the world ex nihilo; nor a world whose laws
are really just ﬁction, so that physics is just a form of literary criticism. But a world in
which the stuﬀ we call information, and the processes we call computations, really do
have a special status.” This idea gets further developed in his Constructor Theory of
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Information [50]. The same emphasis on the dual nature of information/computation
is found in Dodig Crnkovic [51] as well as Zenil [52].
5 Nature as hierarchical self-structured infocomputational network
Present day computers are very diﬀerent from the early stand-alone calculating
machines that Turing helped construct, designed to mechanize computation of math-
ematical functions. Computers today are networked and largely used for worldwide
communication and a variety of information processing and knowledge management.
They are cognitive tools of extended mind, in the sense of Clark and Chalmers [53],
used in social interactions and they provide ever-growing repositories of information.
Moreover, contemporary computers play an important role in the control of physical
processes and thus connect directly to the physical world in automation, and control.
Apart from classical engineering and hard-scientiﬁc domains, computing has in recent
decades pervaded a vast variety of new ﬁelds including biology and social sciences,
humanities and arts – all previously considered as typical soft, non-mechanical and
non-automatable domains.
Computational processes running in networks of networks (such as the internet)
can be modeled as distributed, reactive, agent-based and concurrent computation.
The main criterion of success of this computation is not its termination, but its
behavior – response to changes, its speed, generality and ﬂexibility, adaptability, and
tolerance to noise, error, faults, and damage. Internet, as well as operating systems
and many database management systems are designed to operate continuously and
termination would mean an error. As a generalization of the traditional algorith-
mic Turing machine model of computation, in which the computer was an isolated
box provided with a suitable algorithm and an input, left alone to compute until
the algorithm terminated, both technological and natural computation are based on
interaction, i.e. communication of computing processes with each other and with
the environment. In natural systems, computation is information processing that can
proceed on both symbolic and sub-symbolic (signal-processing) levels. For human
cognitive processes it means that not only the execution of an algorithm can be seen
as computation, but also learning, reasoning, processing of information from sense
organs, etc.
Hewitt [13] characterizes the Turing machine model as an internal (individual)
framework and the Actor model of concurrent computation as an external (sociolog-
ical) model of computing. This tension between an (isolated) individual one and (in-
teracting) social many can be found in Cottam et al. [54] who distinguish “conceptual
umbrella of entity and its ecosystem” and Schroeder’s view that “Information can be
deﬁned in terms of the categorical opposition of one and many, leading to two manifes-
tations of information, selective and structural. These manifestations of information
are dual in the sense that one always is associated with the other.” Here information
is directly related with computation deﬁned as information processing [54].
The frequent objection against the computational view of the universe, elaborated
by Zenil, is: if the universe computes, what are the input and the output of its com-
putation? This presupposes that a computing system must have an input from the
outside and that it must deliver some output to the outside world. But for the actor
system [13] input for the next state in computation is its preceding state. Within
the framework of computing nature, the whole universe computes its own next state
from its current state [41]. As all of physics is based on quantum mechanical layer of
information processing, zero-point (vacuum) oscillations can be seen as constant input
for the computational network of the universe. What causes diﬀerent processes in the
universe is the interaction or exchange of information between its parts. The universe
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is a result of evolution from the moment of big bang or some other primordial state,
through the complexiﬁcation of the relationships between its actors by computation
as a process of self-organisation of its informational structure. Physical forces are es-
tablished through particle exchanges (message exchanges), which necessarily connect
particles into a web of physical interactions as manifestation of natural laws. The
whole of the universe is in the state of permanent ﬂow, far from steady state, which
results in forming increasingly complex structures [55].
The objection upheld by [56] that not all of the universe can be computational, as it
is too powerful a metaphor, can be answered by pointing out the layered architecture
of the computing nature, as not all of computation is the same – computation is
proceeding on many scales, on many levels of hierarchical organization. Moreover,
in tandem with computation, universe is described by information, representing its
structures. Given that computation follows physical laws, or represents/implements
physical laws, a generative model of the universe can be devised such that some
initial network of informational processes develops in time into increasingly complex
(fractal, according to Kurakin [55]) information structures. The parallel could be
drawn between natural computation and atomic theory of matter, which is another
general theory that implies that all of matter is made of atoms (and void).
Uniﬁed theories are common and valued in physics and other sciences, and com-
puting nature is such a uniﬁed framework. It is therefore not unexpected that physi-
cists are found among the leading advocates of the uniﬁed theory of informational
and computational universe – from Wheeler [57], via Feynman [58], to Fredkin [59],
Lloyd [6], Wolfram [60], Goyal [28] and Chiribella [61]. For the views of the latter two
physicists on the topic of the informational universe, see the special issue of the jour-
nal Information titled Information and Energy/Matter [47], the special issue of the
journal Entropy titled Selected Papers from Symposium on Natural/Unconventional
Computing and its Philosophical Signiﬁcance [62] and the special issue of the journal
Information titled “Physics of Information” [63].
6 Self-organized complexity and Bayesian/Jaynesian observers
Apart from the direct answers to the question of the physical nature of informa-
tion [14] and the informational nature of physics [28], the computing nature approach
introduces a new understanding of the variety of topics including the role of an
observer in the self-organized complexity, mechanisms of chemical aﬃnities relevant
for the origins of life, to the issues of representation and logic used to relate an agent
with its real world (Umwelt) [19]. An observer or rather an agent undergoing interac-
tion with the world, can be a cognizing subject as a researcher constructing theory,
or a simple physical system like a chemical molecule interacting with its surround-
ings. Yoshitake and Saruwatari [64] describe the interaction of an agent with the
world as an act of measurement. They address articulation of information from the
physical world via interactions alone, generalizing the extensive measurement the-
ory. Matsuno and Salthe [65] consider material agency for naturalizing contextual
meaning in case of “observers” (agents) that are molecules involved in interactions
used for studying chemical aﬃnity. An important natural example of this material
agency is suggested as responsible for the origins and evolution of life. Living agents
possess increasingly complex structures and dynamics that evolved through the in-
teractions with the environment. We already mentioned studies of bacteria swarms as
complex cognitive systems [23–25]. Organisms with nervous systems present an im-
portant qualitative change in the information processing organisms, as nervous system
enables self-representation, making it possible for an organism to use symbols in or-
der to remember or anticipate – enabling considerable speed up in processing and
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increased expressiveness of representation. As the next step in the development come
organisms with the brain with the function of integration of multimodal informa-
tion. In recent years Bayesian theories have gained considerable success in modeling
information processes of the brain, and have been applied to he study of perception,
learning, reasoning and decision-making. They have also become popular in neuro-
science, and varieties of potential neurobiological mechanisms explaining Bayesian
brain have been proposed.
“Bayesian theories view the brain as an observer (or a collection of observers)
that integrates information with the goal of accurately predicting the state of the
world (which corresponds to maximizing information or minimizing uncertainty.”
“The brain is not a uniﬁed observer but a multitude of neuronal observers, and it
is to be expected that what is logical given the information of one local observer may
appear illogical from the perspective of another observer having diﬀerent information.
If physical systems follow logic, then we can use probabilities to describe information
that is local in space and time. The present work provides a ﬁrst and necessary step
towards a description of what one physical entity knows about another.” [66]
Jaynes developed information-based, epistemic, inductive probability using the
maximum entropy inference (or logic) to convert prior information for an observer
into prior probability distribution. While Jaynes applied probability theory to the
problems of inference facing scientists (notably in statistical mechanics), Phillips [67]
and Fiorillo [68] independently consider the implications of Jaynes’s work for our
understanding of how the brain can perform inference. Phillips studies how complexity
can be adaptively self-organized by using probabilistic context-sensitive inference.
Jaynes’s probabilistic inference is seen not only as the logic of science, but generally
as the logic of life. Fiorillo argues for Jaynes’s approach, in which probabilities are
always conditional on a state of knowledge of an agent through the rules of logic, as
expressed in the maximum entropy principle which provides the objective means for
deriving probabilities, as well as a uniﬁed account of information and logic (knowledge
and reason). Fiorillo’s article suggests how to identify a probability distribution over
states of one physical system (an “object”) conditional only on the biophysical state
of another physical system (an “observer”). Even though the aim is to show “what
it means to perform inference and how the biophysics of the brain could achieve
this goal”, this approach exempliﬁes the idea of relational information as deﬁned by
Hewitt [13].
7 History of the idea of the computing universe
Konrad Zuse was the ﬁrst to suggest (in 1967) that the physical behavior of the
entire universe is being computed on a basic level, possibly on cellular automata,
by the universe itself which he referred to as “Rechnender Raum” or Computing
Space/Cosmos [69]. Consequently, Zuse was the ﬁrst pancomputationalist (naturalist
computationalist). Here is how Chaitin explains pancomputationalism:
“And how about the entire universe, can it be considered to be a computer?
Yes, it certainly can, it is constantly computing its future state from its current
state, it’s constantly computing its own time-evolution! And as I believe Tom Tof-
foli pointed out, actual computers like your PC just hitch a ride on this universal
computation!” [70]
Fredkin in his Digital Philosophy [71] suggests that particle physics can emerge
from cellular automata. For “computational universe” according to Fredkin, “reality
is a software program run on a cosmic computer.” The universe is digital, time and
space discrete. Humans are software running on a universal computer. Even Wolfram
in his A New Kind of Science advocates a pancomputational view, a new dynamic
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kind of reductionism, in which complexity of behaviors and structures found in na-
ture are derived (generated) from a few basic computational mechanisms. Natural
phenomena are the products of computation processes. In a computational universe
new and unpredictable phenomena emerge as a result of simple algorithms operating
on simple computing elements such as e.g. cellular automata, and complexity origi-
nates from bottom-up driven emergent processes. Cellular automata are equivalent to
a universal Turing machine. Wolfram’s critics remark however that cellular automata
do not evolve beyond a certain level of complexity. The mechanisms involved do not
produce evolutionary development. Actual physical mechanisms at work in the phys-
ical universe appear to be quite diﬀerent from simple cellular automata. Wolfram
meets this criticism by pointing out that cellular automata are models and as such
surprisingly successful ones.
8 Natural/physical/morphological computation
Natural computation [39] deals with computation in the physical world, which has
brought a fundamentally new understanding of computation [42,72]. Research in
natural computation is characterized by a bidirectional learning [73] as the natural
sciences are rapidly absorbing ideas of information processing, while computing as-
similates ideas, concepts and approaches from natural sciences. Natural computation
is a study of computational systems that include: computing techniques that take
inspiration from nature for the development of novel problem-solving methods; use
of computers to simulate natural phenomena; and computing with natural materials
(e.g., molecules, atoms). Fields of research within natural computing are among others
Biological Computing/Organic Computing, Artiﬁcial Neural Networks, Swarm Intel-
ligence, Artiﬁcial Immune Systems, computing on continuous data, Membrane Com-
puting, Artiﬁcial Life, DNA computing, Quantum computing, Neural computation,
Evolutionary computation, evolvable hardware, self-organizing systems, emergent be-
haviors, machine perception and Systems Biology. Evolution is a good example of the
natural computational process. The kind of computation it performs is Morphological
computation [15,74]. The result of this computation is the body shape and material
optimized for the class of organisms in a given type of environment.
According to computing nature/natural computationalism/pancompu-
tationalism [18,41,75,76] one can view the time development (dynamics) of
physical states in nature as information processing, and learn about its computa-
tional characteristics. Such processes include self-assembly, developmental processes,
gene regulation networks, gene assembly in unicellular organisms, protein-protein
interaction networks, biological transport networks, and similar.
Natural computing has speciﬁc criteria for the success of a computation. While
for the Turing model of computation, the halting problem is a central issue; instead
the adequacy of the computational behaviour is central for natural computing. An
organic computing system e.g. adapts dynamically to the current conditions of its
environments by self-organization, self-conﬁguration, self-optimization, self-healing,
self-protection and context-awareness. In many areas, we have to computationally
model emergence not being algorithmic [77,78] which makes it interesting to inves-
tigate computational characteristics of non-algorithmic natural computation (sub-
symbolic, analog). Much like the research in other disciplines of Computing such as
AI, SE, and Robotics, Natural computing is an interdisciplinary research ﬁeld, and
has a synthetic approach, unifying knowledge from a variety of related ﬁelds. Research
questions, theories, methods and approaches are used from Computer Science (such
as Theory of automata and formal languages, Interactive computing), Information
Science (e.g. Shannon’s theory of communication), ICT studies, mathematics (such
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as randomness, Algorithmic theory of information), Logic (e.g. pluralist logic, game
logic), Epistemology (especially naturalized epistemologies), evolution and Cognitive
Science (mechanisms of information processing in living organisms) in order to inves-
tigate foundational and conceptual issues of Natural computation and information
processing in nature.
“(O)ur task is nothing less than to discover a new, broader, notion of computation,
and to understand the world around us in terms of information processing.” [73]
This development necessitates what [79] calls computational research “beyond the
constraints of normal science”. In other words, a paradigm shift or [80] “the second
generation models of computation”, such as Petri nets and Process Algebra, the ﬁrst
generation being the Turing machine model. Abramsky summarizes the process of
changing paradigm of computing as follows:
“Traditionally, the dynamics of computing systems, their unfolding behavior in
space and time has been a mere means to the end of computing the function which
speciﬁes the algorithmic problem which the system is solving. In much of contem-
porary computing, the situation is reversed: the purpose of the computing system is
to exhibit certain behaviour. (. . . ) We need a theory of the dynamics of informatic
processes, of interaction, and information ﬂow, as a basis for answering such funda-
mental questions as: What is computed? What is a process? What are the analogues
to Turing completeness and universality when we are concerned with processes and
their behaviours, rather than the functions which they compute?” [80]
The ﬁrst generation models of computation originated from problems of formal-
ization of mathematics and logic. In the second generation models of computation,
previous isolated systems with limited interactions with the environment are replaced
by processes or agents for which the interactions with each other and with the envi-
ronment form are fundamental. As a result of interactions among agents and with the
environment, complex behaviors emerge. The basic building block of this interactive
approach is an agent, and the fundamental operation is interaction. This approach
works at both macro-scale (processes in operating systems, software agents on the
Internet, transactions, etc.) and on micro-scale (program implementation, down to
hardware). This view of the relationship between information and computation pre-
sented in [80] agrees with the ideas of infocomputational naturalism which is based on
the same understanding of an agent-based interactive model of natural computation
and its relation to (agent-based) information. In his article: What is computation?
Concurrency versus Turing’s Model, Hewitt [13] makes the following analysis of the
relationship between Turing machines and concurrent computing processes:
“Concurrency is of crucial importance to the science and engineering of computa-
tion in part because of the rise of the Internet and many-core architectures. However,
concurrency extends computation beyond the conceptual framework of Church, Gandy
[1980], Go¨del, Herbrand, Kleene [1987], Post, Rosser, Sieg [2008], Turing, etc. be-
cause there are eﬀective computations that cannot be performed by Turing Machines.
In the Actor model [Hewitt, Bishop and Steiger 1973; Hewitt 2010], computation is
conceived as distributed in space where computational devices communicate asynchro-
nously and the entire computation is not in any well-deﬁned state. (An Actor can
have information about other Actors that it has received in a message about what it
was like when the message was sent.) Turing’s Model is a special case of the Actor
Model.” [13]
9 Complexity and emergence at hierarchy of levels of organisation
If computation is understood as a physical process, if Nature computes with physi-
cal bodies as objects while physical laws are governing the process of computation,
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then the computation necessarily appears on many diﬀerent levels of organization in
nature. Natural sciences provide such a layered view of Nature. One sort of computa-
tion processes will be found on the quantum-mechanical levels of elementary particles,
atoms and molecules; yet another on the level of classical physics. On the organiza-
tional level of biology, diﬀerent processes (computation, information processing) are
going on in biological cells, tissues, organs, organisms, and eco-systems. Social in-
teractions are governed by still another kind of communicative/interactive processes.
In short, computation on a given level of organization is implementation of the laws
that govern the interactions between diﬀerent constituent parts. Consequently, what
happens on every next level of organization is that a set of rules governing the system
switches to the new level [81]. Recently, simulation tools are being developed which
allow for the study of the behavior of complex systems modeled computationally. For
the analysis of the time development of dynamic systems various simulation tech-
niques exist, from purely mathematical approaches, e.g. equation based modeling,
simulated by iterative evaluation, to formal modeling approaches, such as Petri Nets
and Process Algebra together with Object-oriented and Agent-oriented simulation
methods based on the emulation of constituent system elements.
In short, solutions are being sought in natural systems with evolutionary developed
strategies for handling complexity in order to improve modeling and construction
of complex networks of massively parallel autonomous computational systems. The
research in the theoretical foundations of Natural computing is needed to improve
our understanding on the fundamental level of computation as information processing
which underlies all of the computing in nature.
10 Summary
This paper presents a framework for a uniﬁed understanding of cognitive systems
through self-structuring processes of morphological infocomputation on the levels of
physics, chemistry and biology, through embodied information and morphological
computation. We
– argue for infocomputationalism as a new philosophy of nature, providing a
basis for uniﬁcation of currently disparate understanding of natural, formal,
technical, social and behavioral phenomena;
– oﬀer computational interpretation of information dynamics in nature;
– provide explanation of an observer-dependent reality, that is reality for an agent
as a result of cognition built upon relational infocomputational processes;
– elucidate most frequent misunderstandings regarding the models of computa-
tion and their relationships to physical systems, especially cognitive ones such
as living beings;
– suggest the necessity of generalization of the models of computation beyond the
traditional Turing machine model and acceptance of “second generation” mod-
els of computation in order to be able to cover the whole range of phenomena
from physics to cognition.
The developments supporting infocomputational naturalism are found in among
others Complexity Theory, Systems Theory, Theory of Computation (Natural Com-
puting, Organic Computing, Unconventional Computing), Cognitive Science, Neuro-
science, Information Physics, Agent Based Models of social systems and Information
Sciences, Robotics (especially Developmental Robotics) as well as Bioinformatics and
Artiﬁcial Life [41].
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